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Abstract: In this research, Zr-doped Gd2Ti2O7 pyrochlores, with the composition of Gd2(Ti1xZrx)2O7, 
were firstly synthesized by self-propagating high-temperature synthesis plus quick pressing (SHS/QP) 
using CuO as the oxidant and Ti as the reductant. To improve the radiation resistance of 
titanate–pyrochlore, up to 35 at% Zr was incorporated to substitute the Ti site of Gd2Ti2O7 pyrochlore 
(Gd2(Ti0.75Zr0.35)2O7). XRD and SEM microstructural characterizations showed the formation of a 
composite ceramic with the major pyrochlore phase and the minor Cu phase. The generated 
temperature of samples decreased from 1702 to 1011  ℃ with increasing Zr content. The effects of 
sintering temperature and pressure time on phase composition and microstructure were systematically 
studied. Besides, the influence of thermal transmission on the whole combustion process was also 
explored. The pyrochlore-based waste form possessed high bulk density of 6.25 g/cm3 and Vickers 
hardness of 10.81 GPa. The MCC-1 leaching test showed the normalized elemental leaching rates (42 
d) of Cu, Gd, and Zr are 1.27×102, 1.33×103, and 8.44×107 g·m2·d1, respectively. 

Keywords: self-propagating high-temperature synthesis plus quick pressing (SHS/QP); pyrochlore; 
thermal transmission; waste form; aqueous leachability 

1  Introduction 

Nuclear power has been developing rapidly in recent 
decades around the world thanks to its high efficiency, 
economic benefits, low carbon, and other advantages. 
China has built 4 nuclear power plants up to now with 
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another 10 under construction [1,2]. In such a large 
scale of nuclear power’s service, the study of the 
by-product of nuclear power, known as nuclear waste, 
especially on waste liquid separation and immobilization, 
could be attached great significance. However, because 
of its strong toxicity and long half-life, high-level 
radioactive waste (HLW) has been a hard nut to crack 
for a long time [3–5]. Given that the crying needs of 
nuclear waste’s long-term storage and safely disposal, 
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some effective techniques must be developed to meet 
such an urgent demand. At present, the exclusively 
preservative materials that have found industrial scale 
operations are borosilicate and phosphate glasses. 
However, the low solubility of minor actinides in glass 
matrix and the metastable nature of glass are the major 
limitations in the long-term geological disposal [6–9]. 
On the other hand, synroc is recognized as the second 
generation waste form for the immobilization of HLW. 
Pyrochlore, which is an important constituent phase of 
synroc, is isometric (space group: Fd3m), and the 
general formula is A2B2O7 (where A and B are metallic 
cations) [10–15]. As a derivative of the fluorite 
structure, the pyrochlore structure-type is common 
because this isometric structure has a wider choice of A 
and B cations to satisfy the charge neutrality and ionic 
radius requirement. The zirconate–pyrochlores are of 
greatest interest in nuclear waste management because 
of its high radiation resistance to incorporate trivalent 
lanthanides and tri- and tetra-valent actinides [16–18]. 

Recently, we have explored the self-propagating 
high-temperature synthesis (SHS) of titanate–pyrochlore, 
Gd2Ti2O7 (GTO), which has great chemical durability, 
and its average leaching rate of Gd is 1.97×104 g·m2·d1 

[9]. However, Ewing et al. [13] have reported that 
GTO pyrochlores experience a radiation-induced 
transition from the crystalline to aperiodic state under 
radiation damage. Contrastively, zirconate–pyrochlore, 
Gd2Zr2O7 (GZO), does not become amorphous, but 
remain crystalline as a defect fluorite structure-type 
due to disordering of the A- and B-site cations. According 
to Sickafus et al. [19], the results of calculation and 
irradiation experiment with heavy ions (Xe), even to 
very high dose, are perfectly in agreement with Ewing 
et al. [13]. It can be concluded from Sickafus et al. that 
compounds with more similar cation radii are more 
likely to form as disordered fluorites than ordered 
pyrochlore. Besides, a particular class of oxides 
possessing the fluorite crystal structure should accept 
radiation-induced defects into their lattices far more 
readily than a structurally similar class of oxides based 
on the pyrochlore. The rA/rB of GTO is higher than that 
of GZO (1.74 vs. 1.46), namely that the composition 
Gd2(Ti1xZrx)2O7, ranging from GTO to GZO, exhibits 
radiation improvement with increasing Zr content. In 
this research, it is hopeful to synthesize Gd2(Ti1xZrx)2O7 

( x = 0–0.45) by SHS plus quick pressing (QP). 
Traditionally, pyrochlore was mostly prepared using 

liquid phase synthesis such as co-precipitation, liquid-mix, 

sol–gel [20], and high-temperature solid state reaction 
[21]. Compared with liquid-phase method, the solid 
state reaction is relatively convenient and efficient in 
the industrial field. Tang et al. [22] have prepared 
single phase GZO at 1873 K and 5.2 GPa with 30 min 
holding time. The whole procedure needs 24–72 h. Lu 
et al. [23] used microwave sintering, 2.45 GHz, to 
prepare GZO pyrochlore in air at 1400–1500  ℃

between 10 and 30 min. Spark plasma sintering (SPS) 
is a rapid sintering technology, and Xu et al. [24] used 
SPS to prepare single phase GZO at 1400  for 10 ℃

min. The synthesized ceramic was annealed at 800  ℃

for 2 h under air atmosphere. Although these sintering 
technologies are excellent for preparing GZO pyrochlore 
at high temperature, these methods are time consuming, 
which is the common problem. 

Merzhanov firstly proposed SHS in 1967 [25,26]. 
Once being ignited, the combustion process of SHS 
reactants will not be suspended because it is an 
exothermic chemical reaction. This is also an explanation 
that the activation energy for atomic diffusion comes 
from the inner chemical reaction rather than the 
external thermal field, such as thermal radiation furnace. 
Compared with conventional solid state reaction process, 
SHS leads to high temperature, low cost, simplified 
equipment, and convenient handling. According to 
Yudintsev et al. [27], the duration of initiation is 0.05– 
5 s and the velocity of combustion wave is 1–150 mm/s. 
In addition, the industrial scale synthesis of actinide- 
containing pyrochlore will require handling relatively 
large volumes of materials. Thus, a variety of technologies 
are under investigation, including SHS method [28,29]. 
However, SHS also faces its own limitation: the 
generated high temperature and high reaction speed 
that may cause this progress hardly to be controlled 
[8,9,30].  

In this study, zirconate–pyrochlore specimens, 
Gd2(Ti1xZrx)2O7, were firstly prepared by SHS/QP 
using Ti as the reductant and CuO as the oxidant. Gd3+ 
was used as neutron absorber and a surrogate to 
simulate the trivalent actinides. Up to 35 at% Zr was 
doped to substitute the Ti site of GTO pyrochlore to 
improve the radiation resistance. Besides, the whole 
combustion and densification process took no more 
than 5 min, which is faster than Laverov et al. [31] 
which needed tens of hours to form a single phase 
pyrochlore Gd2(TixZr1x)2O7 (x = 0.4) by solid state 
sintering. To get highly densified specimen, QP was 
introduced into the SHS process. In order to make a 
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distribution of the thermal field uniform, the type of 
contact between the green body and the tungsten wire 
was also explored. The effects of sintering temperature 
and pressure time on phase composition and micro-
structure were systematically studied. In addition, the 
aqueous durability of densified zirconate–pyrochlore 
waste form was also investigated.  

2  Experimental details 

All samples were prepared from SHS approach using 
Ti, TiO2, ZrO2, Gd2O3, and CuO as the raw materials 
with granularity less than 10 μm, and were purchased 
from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., 
Ltd. Ti was employed as the reductant with CuO as  
the oxidant. To improve the radiation resistance of 
titanate–pyrochlore, varied ZrO2 additions (0, 5, 15, 25, 
35, and 45 at%) were incorporated to substitute the Ti 
site of GTO. The SHS reactions were designed as 
follows:  

2 2 2 3

2 1 2 7

3Ti 1 4 TiO 4 ZrO 2Gd O 6CuO

2Gd Ti Z

( )

( O C)r 6 ux x

x x



    

 
 
(1)

 

The value of x was fixed to be 0, 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 
and 0.45 (identified as Zr-0, Zr-5, Zr-15, Zr-25, Zr-35, 
and Zr-45, respectively). 

The compositions of raw SHS reactants are list in 
Table 1. The weight percentages of reductant Ti and 
oxidant CuO are gradually decreasing. Decreasing 
from Zr-0 to Zr-15 sample, TiO2 is completely replaced 
by ZrO2 from Zr-25 to Zr-45 sample. Compared with 
the increment of ZrO2 from 0 to 15.82 wt%, the weight 
percentage of Gd2O3 maintains about 50 wt%. About 
20 g of designed powder reactants were mechanically 
ground and completely mixed in agate mortar. After 
desiccation at 60  for 1 h, the homogeneously mixed ℃

powders were pressed at 10 MPa using Ф 25 mm 
stainless mould, which would be used for the next 
ignition. 100 mesh silica sand was employed as the 
heat insulator and pressure transmission medium. The 
reactant was ignited by a tungsten wire, which was 
located at one side with tight contact of the pellets, and 
heated by a direct current of about 50 A. As illustrated 
in Fig. 1, compared with the original position that the 
axis of the green body is perpendicular to the direction 
of heat transfer, the new axis of the reactant is parallel 
to the direction of thermal transmission. In this way, 
the area of mass transfer is constant and different from 
the changeable area related to the original position. 

Besides, whether the thermal filed distribution might 
be uniform, as suggested for curve in Fig. 1, needs to 
be determined by the area of mass transfer. The quality 
of specimens and the measurement of temperature are 
also influenced by the area of mass transfer.  

Because this is an exothermic chemical reaction, the 
SHS reactants were ignited and combusted instantly 
under high-temperature radiation of tungsten wire. 
Before pressure exertion, the reaction temperature of 
Zr-0 to Zr-45 specimen was measured by a W/Re 5/26 
thermocouple placed at the center of the green body. The 
temperature tendency was recorded by an XME 2000/U 
paperless recorder connected with the thermocouple. 
The unpressed samples were ground into powders for 
XRD analysis using an X’Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer. 
Qualitative phase identification was executed by matching 
powder diffraction patterns with those retrieved by the 
standard powder diffraction database [32].  

After the temperature and XRD analyses, new samples 
were employed for subsequent SHS and compression 
process. In order to optimize the pressurizing parameter 
and obtain the most compact specimen, 5 pressure 
gradients were designed: 18, 20, 22, 24, and 26 s, 
respectively. The red hot sample was compressed at  
50 MPa by a hydraulic press with 60 s dwelling time. 
The whole combustion and densification process took 
no more than 5 min. After cutting and polishing, the 

 
Table 1  Weight percentage of the raw SHS reactants 

Weight percentage of reactants (wt%) 
Sample number

Ti CuO TiO2 ZrO2 Gd2O3

Total 
(wt%)

Zr-0 10.07 33.48 5.60 0 50.85 100 

Zr-5 10.01 33.27 4.46 1.72 50.54 100 

Zr-15 9.89 32.88 2.20 5.09 49.94 100 

Zr-25 9.77 32.49 0 8.39 49.35 100 

Zr-35 8.67 28.81 0 12.02 50.50 100 

Zr-45 7.51 24.96 0 15.82 51.71 100 

 

 
 

Fig. 1  Schematic diagram of the sample and the direction 
of heat transfer; comparison of the area at which the green 
body transfers the mass for the old and new models. 
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bulk density of these samples was measured by 
Archimedes drainage method using water as the 
immersion medium. Micro hardness of these samples 
was tested using a Vickers hardness tester (HXD-100 
TMC/LCD). The microstructure characterization and 
elemental distribution were analyzed using a filed- 
emission scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss Ultra-55, 
Germany), which was equipped with an energy-dispersive 
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) attachment. Aqueous durability 
of the monolithic specimen was evaluated according to 
the standard MCC-1 method. The testing bars were 
suspended by a Cu wire and immersed in 80 mL 
deionized water (pH = 7) with PTFE container. The 
measurement was made at 90  for 1℃ –42 days. In this 
study, the value of SA/V is about 3.76 m1, which 
conforms to the size requirement (0.5–10 m1) of the 
MCC-1 standard [33,34]. The leachate concentrations 
( ) of Gd, Zr, and Cu were measured by inductively 
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and 
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) using PerkinElmer 
SCIEX and Thermo-Fisher iCAP6500 spectrometer, 
respectively. The normalized elemental leaching rates 
( ) were calculated as follows: 

iC

iLR

 

i
i

i

C V
LR

SA f t




 
 (2) 

where if  is the mass fraction of element i in the 
sample, SA is the geometric surface area, V is the 
volume of the leachate, and t  is the interval soaking 
duration in days. 

3  Results and discussion 

3. 1  Temperature and powder XRD analysis 

With the increment of ZrO2, the center temperature of 
Zr-5, Zr-15, Zr-25, Zr-35, and Zr-45 samples shows a 
decreasing trend, which decreases from 1702 to 1011 , ℃

as shown in Fig. 2. According to Helean et al. [35], 
X-ray diffraction data suggested structural changes 
with increasing Zr content due to the gradual disordering 
of A- and B-site cations (i.e., cation antisites) to a 
defect fluorite structure. All compositions are stable 
with respect to their constituent oxides, and the 
enthalpy of formation becomes more endothermic with 
increasing Zr content in Gd2(Ti1xZrx)2O7. Thus, more 
heat will be absorbed during the whole sintering 
process, and the center temperature presented is lower 
than the previous one [14]. Besides, the heat released 

 
 

Fig. 2  Real temperature curve of all samples during 

 

eight percentage of reductant and oxidant. Because 

lyzed with 
th

SHS reaction. 

w
of the fundamental understanding on endothermic and 
exothermic process, only 35 at% Zr could be incorporated 
to substitute the Ti site of GTO pyrochlore using SHS 
method. It is interesting to note that the center 
temperature of Zr-0 sample is 1551 ℃, which is lower 
than that of Zr-5 (1702 ) and Zr℃ -15 (1661 ) ℃

samples. The result is in good agreement with previous 
report that TiO2 (5.60 wt% TiO2 in Zr-0 specimen) can 
regulate the combustion reactivity and generated 
temperature [9]. Besides, it also can be observed in Fig. 
2 that the more ZrO2 doped into samples, the more 
time needs to reach the highest center temperature. 
Compared with Zr-5 sample which needs 10 s to reach 
the highest center temperature, Zr-45 sample doped 
with 45 at% ZrO2 needs 23 s to get the highest one. 
The reason may be attributed to the decrement of 
reductant and oxidant, as shown in Table 1. 

The products of SHS reaction were ana
e XRD patterns presented in Fig. 3. From Zr-5 to 

Zr-45 specimens, all samples show the same major 
phase composition as undoped Zr-0 sample, indicating 
that the increment of ZrO2 does not change the GTO 
pyrochlore phase (PDF No. 23-0259). Conforming to 
the original design, the existence of metallic Cu is also 
a valuable constituent phase. Because the melting point 
of Cu is relatively low, the existence of Cu would be 
beneficial for subsequent densification [8]. However, 
Zr-45 sample is composed of pyrochlore, Cu, and ZrO2, 
which indicates that ZrO2 cannot fully react with other 
SHS reactants. In other words, from the isomorphism 
substitution theory, Zr can be incorporated into the 
crystal structure of GTO pyrochlore, and higher 
occupancy of Ti site by Zr (> 35 at%) is impossible 
under the present experimental conditions. The subsequent 
EDX test would further justify this situation. by SHS is decreasing due to the gradual reduction of 
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Fig. 3  (a) XRD patterns of as-prepared samples, (b) 

 

The main pyrochlore peak in Fig. 3(a) located at 
29

3. 2  Microstructure and mechanical properties  

en 

amplified view between 29.7 and 31. 

.7–31 is amplified and presented in Fig. 3(b). This 
peak exhibits a gradually shifting to the lower angle, 
from 30.3 of Zr-0 to 30 of Zr-35 sample. According 
to Bragg equation, this phenomenon can be attributed 
to the slight increment of lattice parameter, which the 
ionic radius of Zr4+ (0.720 Å) is larger than that of Ti4+ 
(0.605 Å) [18]. However, this peak of Zr-45 specimen 
does not continually move to the lower angle but shift 
to the higher one, which also indicates the remaining 
ZrO2 exists in Zr-45 sample. Above all, the phase and 
the diffraction peak intensity of Zr-35 sample are the 
best one, and 35 at% Zr can be incorporated to substitute 
the Ti site of GTO pyrochlore. 

Figure 4(a) shows the BSE image of Zr-45 specim
with pressure time 25 s. The color of “A” region is not 
the same as that of “B”, i.e., some differences exist 
between the phases of both regions. The elemental 
images are presented in Figs. 4(b)–4(f). It can be 
clearly seen that the “A” region is rich in Zr and O, and 
the “B” region is rich in Gd, Ti, and O. Zr-45 sample 
was further investigated using EDX elemental spotting 
scanning analysis, as shown in Fig. 4(a): “C” and “D”. 
The results of elemental compositions are demonstrated 
in Table 2. The chemical formulation of “D” is caculated 
to be ZrO2, which is in good agreenment with the XRD 
pattern of Zr-45 sample (Fig. 3(a)). The existence of 
Cu is reasonable because there are lots of pores, and 
the subsequent study would further offer a complete 
explanation of the ideal place for Cu. If ZrO2 was 
completely incorporated into the pyrochlore, the chemical 
formulation of Zr-45 sample should be Gd2(Ti0.55Zr0.45)2O7. 
However, the real chemical formulation of “C” is 
calculated to be Gd2(Ti0.85Zr0.19)2O5.76 according to 

 
 

Fig. 4  EDX mapping images of consolidated Zr-45 

T elemental spotting analysis of “C” and “D” 

specimen with pressure time 25 s: (a) representative BSE 
image of the matrix, (b) mixed elemental mapping image 
of three elements (Zr: green; Gd: blue; Ti: red), and 
respective elemental mapping images of (c) Gd, (d) Ti, (e) 
O, and (f) Zr. 

 

able 2  EDX 

Element (at%) 
Field 

Gd Ti Cu Total Zr O 

C 2 1   5  8.34 7.34 3.78 8.54 0 100 

D 0 0 3 5.  3.55 60.58 87 100 

 

able 2, which is deficient in Zr. Combined with Fig. 4, 

 the mechanical 
pr

h different 

T
the above-mentioned element deficiency is attributed 
to the formation of ZrO2 in green area (Fig. 4(b)). 
Similarly, the element of Ti is ejected from green area 
and rich in “C” area. Above all, the content of ZrO2 in 
Zr-45 specimen (45 at%) is excessive, and up to 35 
at% Zr can be incorporated to substitute the Ti site in 
GTO pyrochlore using SHS method.  

Higher relative density, as well as
operties, is beneficial for the chemical durability 

regarding to aqueous corrosion [36]. In this research, 
quick hydraulic pressing was operated to get highly 
consolidated specimens. After suitable time delay of 
combustion, the reaction was compacted at 50 MPa 
with holding time 60 s. Zr-35 sample was selected for 
the subsequently compression experiment. Five time 
points (18, 20, 22, 24, and 26 s) were designed to 
optimize the pressurizing parameter. 

The BSE images of Zr-35 samples wit
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essure time (18–26 s) are shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(e). 
With the delay time increases, the area and amount of 
pores in samples’ surface are decreasing. Figure 5(a) 
shows lots of big pores in the surface of 18 s sample, 
and this may be attributed to the CuO grains removed 
during the polishing step or the early pressure time, 
namely short reaction time. Combined with Fig. 2, 
Zr-35 sample’s generated temperature reaches to the 
highest value at 18 s. It is easy for the sample to shape 
porous structure due to its molten state, when it is 
instantly supported great pressure. Figure 5(b) shows 
that a big dark-gray phase is metallic Cu, which was 
demonstrated by the XRD and subsequent EDX results. 
With the delay time increases, it is important to note 
that Cu is squeezed out to the edge of samples with 
dispersed small particles, which is in good agreement 
with the results of synthesis GTO in our previous work 
[9]. As indicated above, due to no big pores or cracks 
from Fig. 5(e), the best pressurizing parameter is 26 s. 

As shown in Fig. 5(f), the bulk density and Vickers
rdness keep on a rise with the extension of time. The 

highest bulk density and Vickers hardness of 26 s 
specimen are 6.25 g/cm3 and 10.81 GPa respectively, 
which are higher than that of GTO/Cu composite 
ceramic prepared in previous work (5.53 g/cm3, 10.48 
GPa) [9]. It can be observed in Fig. 2 that the 
temperature of Zr-35 specimen is about 1150  at the ℃

time of 26 s, which is lower than the generated 
temperature point (1206 ) and higher than the ℃

melting temperature of Cu (1083 ). During this time, ℃

the gas escapes from the sample, and highly densified 

pyrochlore specimens would be obtained. In this way, 
not only the porosity decreases, but its density and 
radiation stability are improved, which lay a solid 
foundation for the application of the SHS reaction method.  

 

Besides, Zr-35 specimen, with the 26 s pressure 
time, was also cut and polished to 2000 mesh for the 
microstructure characterization and elemental distribution 
analysis. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the light-gray phase is 
pyrochlore while the dark-gray one is Cu. It is 
interesting to note that all pores are located in the 
matrix of Cu, contrarily, and there are no pores in that 
of compacted pyrochlore. It may be argued that the 
time required for liquid Cu to cool from high-temperature 
to low-temperature solid phase is longer than that of 
pyrochlore during the whole reaction process. Finally, 
the gas is discharged through the Cu matrix, which is 
also the last position for gas emergence. This would 
explain why all pores exist in the matrix of Cu. As 
shown in Figs. 6(b)–6(f), the equilibrium distribution 
for Gd, Ti, Zr, and O is in reasonable agreement with 
the completely reaction for Zr-35 specimen. At least 
three points of pyrochlore area were characterized to 
obtain the average element quantities. The EDX spectra 
and elemental compositions are demonstrated in Figs. 
7(a) and 7(b). The chemical formulation of pyrochlore 
is calculated to be Gd2.13(Ti0.67Zr0.34)2O7, which is in 
good agreement with the product we designed (Zr-35, 
Gd2(Ti0.65Zr0.35)2O7). The SEM–EDX results testify that 
highly compacted zirconate–pyrochlore/Cu multiphase 
specimen was successfully prepared by SHS/QP with 
CuO as the oxidant and Ti as the reductant. 

 
 

Fig. 5  BSE images of Zr-35 samples with different pressure time: (a) 18 s, (b) 20 s, (c) 22 s, (d) 24 s, (e) 26 s and (f) Vick s er
hardness and bulk density of five samples. 
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Fig. 6  EDX mapping images of consolidated Zr-35 
specimen with pressure time 26 s: (a) representative BSE 
image of the matrix and elemental mapping images of (b) 
Gd, (c) Ti, (d) Zr, (e) O, and (f) Cu. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7  EDX elemental spotting analysis: (a) represent  

3. 3  Aqueous durability of the Zr-35 sample 

portant 

and reaction with water followed by transport of 

ity

on prolongs, which 
re

   

ative
BSE image of Zr-35 sample, (b) element spotting analysis. 

As for a nuclear waste form, the most im
property is its chemical durability in contact with an 
aqueous solution. Because the release of radionuclides 
to the biosphere will certainly occur mainly by contact 

dissolved and colloidal radionuclide complexes [13]. 
The MCC-1 leaching method, which was employed to 
estimate the aqueous durability of the Zr-35 sample in 
this study, is a static leaching of monolithic waste 
forms for the disposal of radioactive waste. This testing 
method evaluates the relative chemical durability of 
simulated and radioactive monolithic waste forms such 
as glasses, ceramics, or cermets in various test solutions 
and various durations at temperatures < 100 ℃, with 
low surface area to volume ratio (SA/V, 0.5–10 m1) 
[30]. Figure 8 shows the normalized elemental leaching 
rates ( iLR ) of Cu, Gd, and Zr in the Zr-35 sample, 
which was immersed in 90 ℃ high-purity water with a 
testing duration of 1–42 days. The iLR  values are 
substantially based on the geometrical surface area, 
directly revealing the chemical stabil  of relevant 
radioactive nuclide stabilization.  

Generally, CuLR  and ZrLR  values decrease 
congruently as the leaching durati

main relatively e after ys. The 1 day CuLR  
value shows the highest one (2.54 g·m2·d1) and 
abruptly declines to 1.29×101 g·m2·d1 after 7  
The elemental leaching becomes steady with the 
extension of soaking time [37], and the 42 day CuLR  

value remains below 1.27×102 g·m2·d1. The 1 day 

ZrLR  value is 3.54×105 g·m2·d1, which subsequently 
decreases to 5.29×106 g·m2·d1 after 14 days. The 42 

ZrLR  value (8.44×107 g·m2·d1) is 4–5 orders of 
magnitude lower than that of Cu and Gd elements. The 
very low eaching rates for Zr are thought to reflect the 
larger bond energies of Zr–O over those of Gd–O 
in the pyrochlore structure [38]. In contrast to CuLR  
and ZrLR , GdLR  value does not decrease, but shows a 
 

 stabl 14 da

 days.

day 

l

 
 

Fig. 8  Normalized elemental leaching rates (Zr-35) of 
Cu, Gd, and Zr using standard MCC-1 method. 
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ghtly rising trend and reaches to the highest on
.66×103 g·m2·d1) after 7 days. The 42 GdLR  
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value shows the lowest one (1.33×103 g·m2·d1). 
Compared with the GTO/Cu waste form prepar  
SHS, the 42 day CuLR  and GdLR  are about an order 
of magnitude higher in this experiment. Nevertheless, 
the elemental lea  rates are significantly lower 
than typical borosilicate glass (> 1 g·m2·d1, 90 ℃). 
The slightly higher GdLR  value may be associated 
with the bonding energy of Gd–O (approximately 
242.44 kJ/mol) weaken  the doped ZrO2 [39]. 

4  Conclusions 
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In summary, Up to
S/QP [6] Kong L, Zhang Y, Karatchevtseva I. Preparation of Y2Ti2O7 

pyrochlore glass-ceramics as potential waste forms for 
actinides: The effects of processing conditions. J Nucl 
Mater 2017, 494: 29–36. 

method. The final product is multiphase with the major 
pyrochlore phase and the minor Cu phase. In 
comparison to the other sintering processing, SHS can 
be achieved at relatively low temperature (1206 ), ℃

shorter sintering time (5 min), and convenient handling. 
The generated temperature of samples decreases with 
increasing Zr content. The axis of the green body is 
parallel to the direction of thermal transmission, which 
is beneficial for the uniform thermal field. The 
Gd2.13(Ti0.67Zr0.34)2O7/Cu composite ceramic shows 
reasonable high Vickers hardness and very good bulk 
density, being 10.81 GPa and 6.25 g/cm3, respectively. 
The MCC-1 static leaching demonstrates the 
normalized leaching rate (42 d) of Gd, Zr, and Cu as 
low as 1.27×102, 1.33×103, and 8.44×107 g·m2·d1, 
respectively. This work clearly suggests the possibility 
of using SHS to fabricate high-quality zirconate– 
pyrochlore, which is a significant radiation resistance 
material in the immobilization of high-level nuclear 
waste. 
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